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everal years ago we presented you with the army
of Gdańsk which included the town militia units.
This time we would like to publish a new, quite
unique, skirmish force that also includes militia. During the 17th century in towns such as Warsaw, Cracow,
Vilnus, Lviv or Słuck both town guilds and religious
communities (Jewish or Armenian) were obliged to
defend the city walls. A muster was organised once
a month during which the burghers participated in a
kind of training maneuvers. Despite the fact that the
combat value of such a “town levy’”was usually low,
in case of a siege it was able to support regular units.
The population of Lviv defended it from Cossacks and
Tartars, population of Słuck fought against Muscovites,

while the burghers of Thorn together with Swedish
units defended the town from Polish and Imperial
forces. We think that such a skirmish force can be
interesting both on the table and in terms of modeling.
Town militia skirmish force can be fielded as Polish,
Lithuanian or Courland (it cannot field Jews or Armenians, replace each student company with a 3-base
town militia company). The Courland option may also
be used for the Swedish army, for the 1658-1660 period, in order to represent the militia supporting the
defense of Prussian and Pomeranian towns (Thorn,
Frombork, Malbork or Stettin).

Special Rules:
All town militia units have the characteristics of the Gdańsk town militia (infantry) and mounted Gdańsk
militia (no armor), including their Special Rules.
In addition the specified groups (see Notes) have the following additional Special Rules:

I. Foot Militia
1. Guilds – no changes (on Skirmish Sheet they’re shown as Foot militia)
2. Jewish community:
“Three Stones of Black Powder, Always Dry and Good”

Jewish communities were required to prepare much more powder than the guilds.

Jewish community has the Plenty of Ammunition Special Rule, in addition the skirmish force that has 6 Jewish
bases can field an ammunition wagon for free.
3. Armenian community:
“Trumpets and Drums “
Once per turn any town Unit (including the Armenians) within 10cm from an Armenian community Unit may add
1 to its Morale.
4. Students:
“Young and Timid “
Students may reroll a Morale test (even a passed one) made according to Untrained Men… Special Rule, they also flee
additional 5cm. They have Poor Quality Firearms instead of Muskets and have the Scarce Ammunition Special Rule.
5. Veterans:
“I Used to Serve Under Hetman… “
Increase their Skill by 1.

II. Mounted Militia
1. Guilds – no changes
2. Vilnus Jews banner
In 1654 the town of Vilnius fielded a 130-men strong, well equipped, cossack style cavalry banner.
Change the equipment of the mounted banner to cossack style (hand weapons, pistols, bandolet/bow), it is not
Insubordinate but costs 1 FSP more. Skirmish force that fields such a banner is treated as Lithuanian.
3. Lviv Armenians banner
Change the equipment of the mounted banner to cossack style cavalry (hand weapons, pistols, bandolet/bow),
increase Morale by 1. Skirmish force that fields such a banner is treated as Polish.
Miniatures guide:
1. Officers: any “Western” or Polish officers figures.
2. Guilds and students: Gdańsk foot militia, Danish snapphanar, peasant partisans, highlanders, Polish-Hungarian infantry.
3. Jews – conversions of segban and Polish-Hungarian infantry.
4. Armenians - conversions of segban and Polish-Hungarian infantry.
5. Vilnius Jews banner – Polish cossack style and Wallachian cavalry figures.
6. Lviv Armenians banner – Polish cossack style and Wallachian cavalry figures.
7. Artillery – Polish or Swedish figures.
A tutorial for the above conversions will be in future published on the
BFAS website.
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Notes:

Special Rules:
On Their Own Land, Defensive Skirmish Force, Town Artillerymen

+1 FSP for Commandant
instead of
. If the skirmish force has all
the levels including FSP:8, then Command Points are increased for free.
+1 FSP for fielding light guns (regimental guns from Polish-Lithuanian 		
Commonwealth list), the list shows the number of guns depending on the
Skirmish Force level.
You get the mounted militia for free, they should be fielded in banners of
2-4 bases.
Additional army options:
You may change up to two foot militia companies for Jewish community
companies – the Skirmish Force must have at least 1 foot militia company for
every Jewish community company.

You may change up to two foot militia companies for Armenian community
companies – the Skirmish Force must have at least 1 foot militia company for
every Armenian community company.
If the Skirmish Force has at least 1 Jewish community company then it may
field mounted militia as the Vilnius Jews banner.
If the Skirmish Force has at least 1 Armenian community company then it may
field mounted militia as the Lviv Armenians banner.
The Skirmish Force may have both Jewish and Armenian companies.

